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Rosh Chodesh Nissan does not only usher in the 
month of Pesach. It also marks the yom hashemini, 
the eighth day, the climax of the inauguration of 

the Mishkan that would serve as the resting place for the 
Shechinah.

Hearing the Call

It was at the Mishkan that Hashem communicated 
with Moshe Rabbeinu. But, as Rashi points out, in regard 
to the exact point of that communication, there are two 
pesukim that seemingly contradict each other.  In Sefer 
Shemos (25:22), Hashem tells Moshe, “I shall speak with 
you from atop the kapores, the cover of the aron, from 
between the two keruvim.”  From this pasuk, it seems that 
Hashem spoke to Moshe from the Kodesh Hakodoshim, 
the Holy of Holies, where the aron stood. 

But in the first pasuk of Sefer Vayikra, we are told, 
“Hashem called to Moshe and spoke to him from Ohel 
Mo’ed.”  As we know, Ohel Mo’ed was at the very entrance 
to the Mishkan, apart from the Kodesh Hakodoshim. 
So where did Hashem actually speak to Moshe? Rashi 
resolves the question by referring to a third pasuk.  In 
Parashas Naso (Bamidbar 7:89) we learn, “When Moshe 
came to the Ohel Mo’ed to speak with Him, he heard the 
voice speaking to him from atop the kapores.”  So, Rashi 

infers, Hashem’s voice came down from Shamayim to 
the Kodesh Hakodoshim, between the keruvim and, from 
there, the voice traveled all the way to Ohel  Mo’ed, where 
Moshe was standing. 

According to Chazal, nobody but Moshe Rabbeinu 
heard the voice of Hashem emanating from the Mishkan. 
Rashi points out that the pasuk in Bamidbar calls the 
voice “hakol,” a reference to the pasuk “Kol Hashem 
b’cho’ach – the voice of Hashem comes in power.” It was 
not a meek, low voice, but a thundering one.  Yet only 
Moshe heard it. Why didn’t anyone else hear it? Rabbi 
Berel Wein answers this question: Only some people feel 
a calling. They hear at each turn of their lives the voice of 
Hashem speaking to them. Only Moshe Rabbeinu heard 
Hashem’s voice because only he was receptive to it. 

The Undying Influence

The weeks following Pesach bring us to the time of 
Kabbalas Hatorah. Just before Kabbalas Hatorah, the 
pasuk says that all of Klal Yisrael stood “b’tachtis hehar.”  
The simple meaning of this phrase is that they stood 
at the foot of the mountain.  But the literal translation 
implies that they stood underneath the mountain. The 
Gemara in Maseches Shabbos derives from this language 
that Hashem held the mountain over their head and 
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said,” if you accept the Torah, good; if 
not, sham t’hei kevuras’chem,  there will 
be your grave.’ Rav Aharon Soloveitchik, 
zt”l asked a very compelling question: 
Why does the pasuk use the word ‘sham,’ 
there, will be your grave? Hashem was 
holding the mountain over their heads. 
He warned them, if you reject the Torah, 
I will drop the mountain on your heads 
“po” here and now, and that will be the 
end of you. So why does the pasuk say 
“sham” and not “po”? 

The same question was asked by the 
father of the Stropkover Rebbe from Har 
Nof, not on the Gemara’s interpretation, 
but rather on a nearby pasuk. Why did 
Hashem say to Moshe Rabbeinu, “Aleh elai haharah 
v’heyeh sham – Ascend the mountain to me and be sham, 
there.”  Moshe was right at the bottom of the mountain. 
Yet Hashem said to him, “Go there.” “Why didn’t He say 
‘Po,’ here? If I wanted you to come to me in Teaneck, 
I would say come to Teaneck and stay here. If I am in 
Teaneck and wanted you to go to Brooklyn, I would say 
go to Brooklyn and stay there. 

Let’s go back to Rav Aharon’s answer and see how it 
dovetails with the rebbe’s reply. Rav Aharon  says that in 
the midrash quoted in Maseches Shabbos, Hashem was 
not only talking to the people who were physically present 
at Har Sinai. He was talking to all of the Jewish people 
throughout the generations. Wherever you go, wherever 
you wander, whatever circumstances you encounter, if 
you live a Torah life and remain loyal to Hashem, you 
will survive. Yes, there will be difficult times, there will 
be obstacles to overcome. But, if you persevere, you will 
maintain yourselves as an Am Kadosh. But if you forget 
the Torah, not just here at Har Sinai, but anywhere you 
wander, wherever you find yourself, ‘sham,’  there will be 
your grave. You will no longer exist as a holy nation.

The Stropkover Rebbe said something very similar. 
Why did Hashem say to Moshe “V’heyeh sham” instead 
of “V’heyeh po”?  Hashem was telling Moshe: I am not 
giving you something that will be your own personal 
treasure, for you alone to sit and learn day and night. 
This is not for your use only. I am giving it to you so you 
can become Moshe Rabbeinu, the preeminent leader of 
Klal Yisrael. That is why the Torah uses the word ‘sham’. 

The Rebbe compared it to the following: When 
Hashem tells Moshe about his imminent death, at the 
end of Parashas Ha’azinu, He says to Moshe “Alei hahara 
… u’moos bahar – Ascend the mountain to me … and die 

on the mountain. “But then Hashem 
adds an seemingly extraneous phrase, 
‘V’heyaseif el amecha – And be gathered 
unto your people.”  This phrase is a gentle 
euphemism for death. The Stropkover 
Rov asked: Generally, if you want to use 
euphemistic language, you don’t use 
regular language,  and conversely, if you 
want to use regular language, you don’t 
use a euphemism. Why did Hashem use 
both? Why did Hashem say to Moshe 
–“Die!” in the regular, strong language, 
and then add the gentler ‘V’heyaseif el 
amecha’?

Hashem was telling Moshe, “Only 
your physical being is going to die on 

this mountain, but your spiritual legacy will live on. 
“V’hayaseif el amecha” – you are going to be gathered 
unto your people and be a lasting influence upon them 
forever after. Your physical being will remain lifeless on 
this mountain, but your spiritual legacy will endure.

The Dubner Maggid once gave a beautiful explanation 
that accentuates this idea.  At the end of parashas V’zos 
Habracha, the pasuk says exactly where Moshe was 
buried, opposite Beis P’or. But the Gemara says no one 
will ever know the place of his death: “Maybe it’s over 
here, or over there.”  The Dubner Maggid illustrated this 
explanation with a mashal, a parable. An outstanding 
talmid chacham went to audition for a position as rav 
of a small town in Eastern Europe. The townspeople 
were very impressed with the candidate. He was a very 
charismatic young man, a good speaker, and clearly a 
talmid chacham. They were eager to have him, but the 
feeling was not reciprocated. There was nothing in that 
town that drew him to want to become their rabbi. 

The president of the shul sensed the rav’s 
disappointment and realized that he would have to 
come up with something very appealing to stimulate the 
rabbi’s interest. He said to him, “Before you finalize your 
decision, there is one thing I think you should take into 
consideration. This town has a unique distinction. There 
are tremendous gedolei Torah buried here.” 

The talmid chacham perked up. “True,” he thought, 
“this town doesn’t look so enticing to me, but the thought 
of finding my eternal rest in the same bais hachayim with 
gedolei Torah is very compelling.” He decided to take the 
position. After a few weeks, he went to the bais hachayim 
to have a look. He saw the headstone of a butcher, a 
shoemaker, a tailor, but much as he searched, he found 
no one at all of any rabbinic note. He was incensed. He 

Some people feel a 
calling. They hear 

at each turn of their 
lives the voice of 

Hashem speaking to 
them. Only Moshe 
Rabbeinu heard 
Hashem’s voice, 

because only he was 
receptive to it. 
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came back to the president of the shul and said, “You 
deceived me! Why did you lie and tell me that gedolei 
Torah are buried in this town?“ 

“I didn’t lie to you,” the president responded. “There 
are gedolei Torah buried in this town.“ 

“Name two,” the rabbi demanded.

“All right,” replied the President. “Rashi and Rambam 
are buried here.” 

Now the Rabbi was furious. “Do you think I am a little 
child? Who are you trying to deceive? Everybody knows 
the Rambam is buried in Teveriah and Rashi is buried in 
Worms, Germany. What are you talking about?”

“Rabbi, I am not lying to you. Go to the yeshivos in 
Teveriah and see how the talmidim sit and study every 
single word the Rambam ever wrote. He is not buried 
there in Teveriah. Go to Worms and see how the yeshiva 
bachurim there analyze every line Rashi ever wrote, how 

they wouldn’t learn a pasuk of Chumash without Rashi, 
how they understand the Gemara only with the peirush 
of Rashi. Rashi is not buried there in Worms. 

“But look at our town. Look at the closed beis medrash, 
look at how few people open a sefer. Here in our town, 
Rashi and Rambam are buried. Please, Rabbi, teach us 
Torah so we can lift up our heads and proclaim that 
Rashi and Rambam are not buried here, that they are 
alive and vibrant in our town.”

 So, says the Dubner Maggid, perhaps the place of 
Moshe’s physical death may be pinpointed. But spiritually, 
he remains very much alive. The same explanation can be 
said with regard to the double language of “Mois bahar” 
and ‘v’heaseif el amecha.’  

May we be zocheh to hear Hashem’s voice when He 
calls, as did Moshe, and to benefit from the undying 
influence of Moshe Rabbeinu, until bi’as hago’el and 
bim’hera b’yimeinu kein yehi ratzon. 

Best wishes for a

ח‚ כ˘ר ו˘מח
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Four Cups – for Whom?

In Maseches Pesachim,1 the 
question is debated – to whom 
does this obligation apply? 

“Rabbanan say, ‘Everyone is 
obligated in these four kosos – men, 

1.   108b.

women, and children alike.’” Rabbi 
Yehuda challenges this statement: 
“What benefit do children derive 
from wine? Rather, we give them 
roasted grains and nuts on Erev 
Pesach, so that they shouldn’t fall 
asleep [at the Seder, but rather]… 
should ask questions.”

Who are these “children” that 

the Gemara is talking about? The 
Rishonim differ as to whether we are 
speaking of youngsters who already 
“higi’u l’chinuch,” meaning that they 
are of the age when we are required 
to accustom them to doing the 
mitzvos, or younger children, who 
are not yet educable in mitzvos. On 
one side, we have Rabbeinu David 
and the Ran, who maintain that 
the Gemara’s discussion centers on 
children who are of chinuch age, 
and nevertheless, Rabbi Yehuda 
exempts them from the obligation 
of daled kosos because they do not 
appreciate the pleasures of drinking 
wine and doing so would not give 
them a sense of liberation. 

Mitzvah 
Obligations
for Children 

One of our central obligations on the mitzvah-packed night 
of the Seder is to drink the daled kosos, the four cups of 
wine, corresponding to the leshonos geulah, the four terms 
representing our redemption that appear in the pesukim 
of parashas Va’era. These cups of wine are a symbolic 
expression of our feelings of liberation from the chains of 
bondage and our meteoric rise to the noble status of bnei 
melachim, princes in the service of Hashem, the King of Kings.  

Based on a shiur given by
Rabbi Ahron Felder, zt”l

Founding posek of  KOF-K Beis Din
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On the other side, we have 
other Rishonim, who assert that 
the Gemara is addressing even 
younger children, not yet of chinuch 
age. According to the Rashbam, 
for example, Tana Kama, the first 
opinion mentioned in the Gemara, 
maintains that even such young 
children would be obligated in 
daled kosos for the same reason that 
women are obligated – because they 
too were redeemed from Mitzrayim 
the night of Pesach. The Me’iri 
concurs that Tana Kama imposes 
an obligation in daled kosos even on 
young children, but for a different 
reason – as an impetus for the 
children to ask questions. The 

debate in the Gemara, according to 
the Me’iri, revolves on the question 
of whether such young children take 
pleasure in wine or not.2 

The Sefer Mishnas Yavetz3 supports 
the Rashbam’s explanation that 
Rabbanan in the Gemara obligate 
children in daled kosos because 
they too were redeemed from 
Mitzrayim. He bases his support 
on the statement of Chazal earlier 
on that same daf that if a person 
drank yayin chai, raw, undiluted 
wine,4 he fulfilled his obligation of 
drinking wine but not his obligation 
of cheirus, demonstrating his feeling 
of redemption. We see from here 
that drinking unpalatable wine 
fulfills the mitzvah to a limited 
extent. The same would seem to 
apply to children. Even if they do 
not experience a feeling of cheirus 
from drinking wine, their drinking 
still constitutes the fulfillment of a 
mitzvah, since the fact that they too 
were redeemed obligates them to 
drink.

Torah Obligation or 
Rabbinical Requirement

The Mishnas Yavetz goes on to 
say that Rabbi Yehuda’s conflicting 
opinion in the Gemara exempting 
children from drinking the daled 
kosos stems from the principle that 

2.  For a lengthy discussion of  this question, 

see the commentary Berur Halachah on 

Pesachim.

3.   OC Siman 70.

4.   Note that the wine in Chazal’s time was 

very strong and could not be imbibed properly 

until it was blended with a certain amount 

of  water, as opposed to contemporary wine, 

which is less powerful.

young children are not obligated 
in mitzvos. Even if we say that the 
debate addresses children who 
are of chinuch age and therefore 
are obligated to begin practicing 
mitzvah observance, this obligation 
does not apply to mitzvos d’rabbanan, 
rabbinically ordained mitzvos, and 
the daled kosos is only a rabbinical 
requirement.

Admittedly, not everyone agrees 
that children of chinuch age do 
not require training in mitzvos 
d’rabbanan. However, the Otzar 
Mefarshei Hatalmud5says that even 
according to those who hold that 
chinuch applies also to mitzvos 
d’rabbanan, children would be 
exempt from chinuch in daled kosos 
because they do not enjoy the taste of 
wine. If, on the other hand, drinking 
the wine was a mitzvah d’Oraisa, a 
Torah-ordained mitzvah, we would 
have to train the children to drink 
the wine even if they didn’t enjoy it, 
just as adults are required to drink 
wine6 even if it is straining for them 
for whatever reason. By obligating 
the children to drink wine though 
it is not to their taste, we educate 
them to fulfill the mitzvah as adults 
do, and drink wine even when it is 
difficult for them to do so. 

Viewpoints of the Rambam 
and Shulchan Aruch

The question of whether children 
are required to drink the daled kosos 
is addressed by the Rambam and 
the Shulchan Aruch as well. The 

5.   Os 115.

6.   Whenever the text refers to “wine,” that is 

also meant to include types of  grape juice that 

fulfill the halachic obligation of  wine.
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Rambam seems to agree with the 
opinion of Rabbi Yehudah exempting 
children from drinking wine, since 
in reference to eating matzah,7 he 
specifically includes children in the 
obligation, while in regard to the 
daled kosos,8 he does not mention 
children at all. 

In contrast, the Shulchan Aruch 
writes9 explicitly that children of 
chinuch age are obligated to drink 
the daled kosos, following the view 
of Tana Kama. Nevertheless, he 
goes on to say that one should also 
give the children roasted grains and 
nuts, as Rabbi Yehuda suggests and 
as Rabbi Akiva was known to do, so 
that the children should not doze off. 
Apparently he maintains that Tana 
Kama does not differ with Rabbi 
Yehuda on this point.10

7.   Hilchos Chametz U’matzah 6:10

8.   Ibid 7:7.  See also Pri Chadash 472:15.

9.   OC 472:15.

10.  See Otzar Mefarshei Hatalmud on this 

subject. Regarding the Shulchan Aruch’s 

omission of  the words “shelo yishnu,” so they 

shouldn’t fall asleep, and the question of  why 

there is no question in the Mah Nishtanah, 

Sleep-Inducing Wine

It still remains to understand why 
the author of the Shulchan Aruch, 
who maintains that even according 
to Tana Kama, one should give the 
children roasted grains and nuts to 
keep them alert, is not concerned 
that drinking wine will cause them to 
fall asleep. The Sefer Asher Lamelech 
has an interesting insight that relates 
to this question: He claims that even 
when a person is asleep, he takes in 
what is being said in his presence. If 
that is the case, then according to 
Tana Kama, even if the wine would 
put the children to sleep, they would 
still fulfill the mitzvah of sipur Yetzias 
Mitzrayim in their semi-conscious 
state. 

Conversely, Rav Yehuda maintains 
that the children need to be actively 
involved in the telling of sipur Yetzias 
Mitzrayim through questions that 
they raise spontaneously as they take 

“Why do we drink four cups of  wine at the 

Seder,” and regarding what was written about 

the language in the Rambam and the Sefer 

Hamitzvos, see She’eilas Aharon, Vol. 2, Berurim, 

end of  Simanim 17 and 18. 

a lively interest in what is being 
said, even if this means giving up 
on their fulfillment of the mitzvah 
of drinking the daled kosos, which 
might cause them to fall asleep.11

Another possible explanation 
is that Tana Kama feels that vaday 
overrides safek, and therefore the 
definite obligation to drink the 
daled kosos incumbent on children 
since they too were redeemed 
outweighs the questionable 
possibility that the wine will put 
them to sleep.

“On This Night, We All Recline”

How about the obligation of 
heseibah, of eating in a semi-
reclining position? That too is 
intended as a display of our sense 
of cheirus, liberation, like the 
requirement of drinking the daled 
kosos. Are children obligated in 
heseibah as well? 

The Sefer Mo’adim Uzemanim12 
writes that even children who 
are of chinuch age are exempt 
from reclining because juvenile 
monarchs, too, are not exacting 
about doing so. Perhaps when the 
children near bar-mitzvah age, they 
should be trained to sit b’heseibah 
so that they will be accustomed 
to doing so when they become 
halachic adults.

We can suggest two additional 
reasons why children should be 
exempt from this obligation: First, 
Chazal did not require us to train 
children in something they may 
not be required to do as adults. 

11. See She’eilas Aharon, Berurim end of  

Siman 18.

12.   Vol. 3, Siman 257.
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Since women in the presence of 
their husbands and talmidim in 
the presence of their Rebbe do not 
need to recline,13 Chazal did not 
trouble them to train in advance for 
this obligation, which is in any case 
mi’d’rabbanan.

The second reason to exempt 
children is that b’di’ived, we rule 
according to the opinion of the 
Ra’aviyah14 that reclining is not 
obligatory nowadays, and therefore, 
children were not required to do so 
at the Seder.

Slow to Fast

Are children of chinuch age 
obligated to refrain from eating 
and drinking on the public fasts 
as adults are? Although this is an 
entirely new topic, it shares many 
principles with our subject of the 
daled kosos. Chazal say:15 “We do 
not afflict young children on Yom 
Kippur [by denying them food], but 
we train them a year and two years 
before [they turn bar/bas mitzvah 
age] so that they will be accustomed 
to the mitzvos.” Rashi comments 
there that we train children “l’sha’os,” 
to fast for a number of hours. 

13.   Shulchan Aruch OC 472:4.

14.   Ibid se’if  4 and 7.

15.   Yuma 82a.

The Mishnas Yavetz16 asks a 
pointed question about Rashi’s 
comment: The primary obligation of 
chinuch is to have the child do the 
mitzvah in its ultimate state – in this 
case, that would mean to do as the 
adults do and fast all day, not only 
for a few hours. What is the point 
of a curtailed fast? He intensifies 
the question by citing another 
statement of Chazal17 relating to 
chinuch of children in mitzvos: 
“Rabbanan say that a child who 
is capable of shaking [the lulav] is 
obligated in [the mitzvah of] lulav.” 
In this instance, the Mishnas Yavetz 
points out, Rashi does not comment 
that the young child must be trained 
to try shaking the lulav even a little 
bit, as he did in the case of the Yom 
Kippur fast, where he said that a 
child should be trained to fast a few 
hours. Here, the obligation does not 
begin until the child is able to do the 
mitzvah fully, like an adult.

The answer to this seeming 
inconsistency, says the Mishnas 
Yavetz is that when it comes to the 
mitzvah of inuy on Yom Kippur, such 
as fasting, there is a special chinuch 
obligation to accustom the child to 
the act of the mitzvah, even if he 

16.   OC Siman 70.

17.   Sukkah 42a.

cannot yet carry out the mitzvah 
fully as the Torah requires. In all 
other mitzvos, the primary din of 
chinuch is indeed to train the child 
to do the mitzvah in its ultimate 
state, as the adults do. Therefore, 
when the child can shake the lulav, 
he must be trained in the mitzvah of 
lulav and when he can wrap himself 
in a garment, he is obligated in 
tzitzis. This is in opposition to the 
fast of Yom Kippur, when, as Rashi 
writes, the child should fast a few 
hours in order to carry out the act 
of the mitzvah to the extent he is 
able, rather than waiting until he is 
old enough to complete the fast like 
an adult.

Fasts for the Churban

The special requirement of 
fasting for children seems to apply 
specifically to the fast of Yom 
Kippur. The author of the Sefer 
Mo’adim Uzemanim18 quotes the 
Rama Mi’Pano19 as ruling that there 
is no din of chinuch to train children 
to refrain from food and drink on 
any fasts other than Yom Kippur. 
Nevertheless, he says, on Tisha 
B’av and the other fasts marking 
the stages of the Churban, children 

18.   Vol. 7, Siman 251.

19.   Siman 111.

If drinking the wine is a mitzvah d’Oraisa, a 
Torah-ordained mitzvah, we would have to 

train children to drink the wine even if they 
didn’t enjoy it, so as to educate them to fulfill 

the mitzvah as adults do, even when it is 
difficult for them. 
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should eat only the bare minimum, 
“bread and water,” so that they will 
join the tzibbur in mourning. 

He goes on to quote the Shibolei 
Haleket,20 who writes that on Tisha 
B’av, which falls out in the hottest 
days of summer, we are lenient in 
regard to children. Therefore, the 
custom was to excuse 
c h i l d r e n 
from 

f a s t i n g 
even a few hours, 

particularly because the 
obligation to fast is mi’d’rabbanan. 
The Aruch Hashulchan21 echoes 
this view and writes that on Tisha 
B’av, there is no din obligating us 
to train children to fast. He 
stipulates, however, that 
when the child is near 
bar-mitzvah age, assuming 
he is generally healthy, we do train 
him to fast a few hours.

Children and Expectant 
Women – Parallel? 

Interestingly, the Rambam 
writes explicitly in Hilchos Taanis:22 
“On these fast days, when we fast 

20.   Siman 273.

21.   OC Siman 554:4.

22.   1:8.

because of the tragedies, neither 
pregnant women nor ketanim 
fast.” The language of the Rambam 
implies that he equates children 
and pregnant women for halachic 
purposes. We might infer from this 
that whenever pregnant women 
are required to fast, children too 

are required to fast. If that is 
the case, challenges 
the author of Mo’adim 

U’zemanim, why aren’t 
children obligated to 
fast on Tisha B’av, just 
as pregnant women 
are obligated? 

The answer, he says, 
can be found in the words 

of the Magen Avraham,23 
who writes that the “ketanim” 

whom the Rambam is referring 
to are children ages bar mitzvah 
to eighteen for boys, and bas 

mitzvah to age fifteen for girls. The 
Rambam never intended to 

include younger children, 
under bar/bas mitzvah 

age in this halachah 
equating them to pregnant women. 

The Birkei Yosef, however, 
disagrees with the Magen Avraham24 
and asserts that this distinction is not 
at all the intention of the Rambam’s 
language. Nor is it necessary to fall 
back on this interpretation, since the 
author of the Mo’adim U’zemanim 
himself resolves the exclusion of 
children from the obligation to fast 

23.   Siman 576:10.

24.   See Kaf  Hachayim 576, se’if  katan 60.

on Tisha B’av, even though pregnant 
women are required to fast on that 
day. As mentioned above, he states 
that Chazal never instituted the 
requirement to train children to 
fast on Tisha B’av because of the 
combination of factors – the heat 
of the summer that makes fasting 
more of an exertion, the length of 
the fast – 24 hours, and the fact that 
it is mi’d’rabbanan and not Torah-
ordained. 

Torah Jews in Training

It is our obligation and privilege 
to train children to do the mitzvos 
as soon as they are capable. To sum 
up our last discussion, however, 
there certainly does not seem to be 
any obligation to have them fast all 
day before reaching the age of bar/
bas mitzvah. Therefore, one can 
dare to say that the custom that has 
become entrenched in some places 
to have children fast a full day on 
the last three fast days before they 
reach bar/bas mitzvah age has no 
foundation in halachic sources and 
hence, should be abrogated. 

We have much to ingrain in 
our children that they are ready 
to absorb and that will not have a 
deleterious effect on their health – 
midos tovos, ma’asim tovim, and the 
feeling of geulah from physical and 
spiritual bondage, along with the 
joy of being servants of Hakadosh 
Baruch Hu! May we all, young and 
old, taste the sweet flavor of the final 
Geulah speedily and in our days, 
Amen!
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CONSUMER ALERT
CONSUMER BEWARE: In today’s world, the number of kosher and kosher-style restaurants 
and food products is growing rapidly. It is most important to ensure that the hechsher on 
the product you want to eat, the restaurant, hotel, caterer or food establishment you wish 
to patronize is reliable and meets your Kashrus standards & that you are not misled by 
“sound alikes” or “look alikes.”
For example: There is a kosher symbol which phonetically sounds like KOF-K but is not 
in any way affiliated with our Kashrus agency. Phone inquiries have caused many people 
to assume INCORRECTLY that the food establishment that they called was certified by 
the KOF-K which it is not. Unclear, hard to read or expired kosher certificates bearing 
a symbol that resembles but is, in fact, NOT the symbol you think it is, is also very 
misleading.
For over 50 years, KOF-K has been dedicated to maintaining the integrity of the kosher 
status of foods in accordance with the highest standards of kosher law. We take great pride 
in being at the forefront of the rapidly changing field of commercial food technology, always 
remembering our sacred obligation to Klal Yisrael. Please feel free to call Rabbi Rosenbaum 
at the KOF-K at (201) 837-1967 or email at yrosenbaum@kof-k.org.

Her Royal Cakeness 
(otherwise known as 
L’via Weisinger, 
formerly of L’via’s 
Luscious Creations) 
will create the cake of 
your dreams 
according to your 
specifications. Thrill 
your guests with Her 
Royal Cakeness’ 
stunning works of 
confectionary art. Her 
innate creativity and 
discerning eye make it 
a matter of pride to 
decorate the perfect 
cake to make your 
event unforgettable.

Need a custom-made cake
for any event imaginable?

You may summon Her
Royal Cakeness by email

zayab18@gmail.com
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Matzah - Lechem Oni

In the Gemara in Pesachim,1 
Shmuel asks: “What does the 
Torah mean when it says2 that on 

Pesach we should eat ‘matzah lechem 
oni?’ To this question, the Gemara 
offers three answers: The first 
explanation of lechem oni connects 
the word oni to the root oneh, which 
means to utter – “lechem she’onim 

1.   115b.

2.   Devarim 16:3.

alav devarim harbeh – bread upon 
which we say many things.” In other 
words, this “bread” – i.e., the matzah 
– should be out on the table when 
we say the Hagaddah.3 

The second explanation draws 
from the fact that the word oni is 
written without a vav, so that it 
can be read “ani,” a poor person: 
“Lechem shel ani” – the bread of a 
poor man. A poor man usually does 

3.  We learn this from a beraisa that gives the 
same definition to lechem oni.

not have the money to prepare a 
full loaf of bread. Also, his bread is 
of lower quality and falls apart into 
broken pieces. Similarly, on Pesach, 
we use a perusah, a broken piece.

Yet another explanation also 
relates to the bread of a poor man. 
A pauper does not have much time 
to deal with baking bread. When 
he comes home after a hard day of 
work with a few ounces of flour, he 
lights the fire and his wife quickly 
bakes the dough, without giving it 
time to rise. Similarly, for Pesach, 
we prepare hastily prepared “bread,” 
handled quickly so that it should not 
become chametz.

Is Lechem Mishneh 
Required at the Seder?

As we know, the custom at each 
Shabbos meal is to make the Hamotzi 
berachah on lechem mishneh, two 
whole challahs, representing the 
double amount of mahn that fell 
every Erev Shabbos, while none fell on 

“Sit down everybody, we want to start. Yankie, be careful! 
Don’t lean on the matzahs! Do you know how long it took 
me to find nice, perfect shleimim in the box of chaburah 
matzahs?”

“But Tatty, isn’t matzah supposed to be lechem oni? 
Wouldn’t broken, crumbled matzah be even more like a 
poor person’s matzah than these nice, big shleimim?

“Good question Moishy! Remind me to discuss it at the 
seudah tomorrow. For now, let’s make Kiddush and get 
going! Hey, watch out Yankie!” Cra-a-ack…

Eating 
Matzah 
Right on 
Seder Night

Rav Moshe Chaim Kahan shlit”a
Chaver Beis Din

KOF-K Kosher Supervision
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Shabbos. 
The same occurred on 
Yom Tov – double the 
mahn came down on Erev 
Yom Tov and none on 
Yom Tov. Therefore, the 
same obligation of lechem 
mishneh applies to each of 
the Yom Tov meals. 

The Rif, however, 
excludes the Seder meal 
from this rule. Due to the 
derashah in the Gemara 
that infers, “Mah ani 
b’perusah, af kan b’prusah,” 
just as the poor person 
eats a broken piece, so 
here (at the Seder) we use a broken 
piece, he rules that on Seder night, 
we do not use two full matzahs, 
but rather one full matzah and one 
perusah.

The Rosh4 quotes this statement 
of the Rif and then promptly 
contests it. He asserts that just as 
we need lechem mishneh by every 
Yom Tov meal, so we need two full 
matzahs at the Seder. He points out 
that if one had just a single k’zayis 
of matzah with which to fulfill the 

4.  On Pesachim 115b.

mitzvah of achilas matzah, 
halachah dictates 

that he 
should eat 

it at 

the end of the Seder. In such a case, 
if he were to open the meal by eating 
matzah ashirah, which cannot be 
used for the mitzvah of achilas 
matzah, he would certainly need 
lechem mishneh, two full “loaves” 
of the matzah ashirah. So, too, 
says the Rosh, when one is using 
halachically acceptable lechem oni 
at the beginning of the meal to fulfill 
the mitzvah, he also needs lechem 
mishneh. 

Therefore, concludes the Rosh, 
one should have three matzahs at 
the Seder – two full matzahs for 
lechem mishneh and a third broken 

matzah to fulfill the requirement of 
having a perusah. This is how the 
Mechaber rules as well, and this is in 
fact the prevalent custom for most 
of Klal Yisrael at the Seder.  

Step by Step Instructions

As we all know, the Seder table is 
not set with a broken matzah. 

We begin with three full 
matzahs, and then, at the 
stage of yachatz, we break 
the middle matzah into 

two pieces, set aside the 
bigger half for afikomen and 

leave the other half on the ke’arah 
between the two whole ones. 

The Rosh instructs us as to the 
order of dealing with these matzahs: 
When the time comes to make the 
berachah of Hamotzi, we recite the 
berachah on the top matzah while 
also holding the bottom one – lechem 
mishneh. Then we make the berachah 
of achilas matzah on the perusah, 
the middle, broken matzo, to fulfill 
the mitzvah of eating matzah with 
lechem oni, a perusah. We then eat 
a k’zayis from both the top matzo, 
upon which we said Hamotzi, and 
the middle matzah, upon which we 
said Al Achilas Matzah. The bottom 
matzah is subsequently used for 
korech, the matzah/maror sandwich 
dipped in charoses. 

Since we need three matzahs, two 
for lechem mishneh, and the other 
one to break for the perusah, note 
that we use each one for a mitzvah: 
the top one for the Hamotzi, the 
middle one, half for the mitzvah 
of achilas matzah and half for the 
afikomen, and the bottom one for 
korech. The Rosh ends off by saying, 
“If you want to be yotzei the chiyuv 
of both, say the berachos of Hamotzi 
and Al Achilas Matzah  and break 
the two matzahs  together – the 
whole one and the broken one.”

All Pesach, the 
mainstay of the seudah 
is lechem oni, since we 
are commanded to 
remember how we left 
Mitzrayim in a rush 
and ate lechem oni. 
Therefore, at the Seder, 
we say Hamotzi on the 
perusah just as the ani 
makes his meal on a 
perusah.
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How Much is Enough 
– and Why?

The words of the Rosh are brought 
down l’halachah and that is how we 
are used to doing it. The question is, 
however, why did the Rosh require 
us to eat a k’zayis from the top 
matzo? We can understand why we 
need a k’zayis from the middle one, 
the perusah, because we understand 
that this is the minimal amount to 
fulfill the Torah mitzvah of achilas 
matzah on Seder night. But why is a 
k’zayis necessary from the top one?

We cannot say that the k’zayis 
is necessary to fulfill the chiyuv of 
lechem mishnah, because according 
to the Mishnah Berurah5 and the 
Graz,6 to fulfill the obligation of 
lechem Mishnah all you need to eat 
is a minimal piece, not a k’zayis. 
Therefore, why shouldn’t it be 
enough to eat a k’zayis from the 
middle matzah and a small amount 
from the top matzah?

The Bach7 asks this question. He 
explains that true, all you need for 
lechem mishneh is to eat a little bit 
from the top one which you made 
the Hamotzi on. But if you have a 
k’zayis to give out from the top one, 
you certainly should eat a k’zayis, 
not because the chiyuv of lechem 
mishneh requires that amount, but 
because l’chatchilah, you should 
have a k’zayis from the matzah on 
which you made your Hamotzi.

But this statement bears 
explanation. Why should there 
be a particular obligation to eat a 
k’zayis from the bread or matzah on 
which we made the berachah? After 
all, when we make the brachah of 
Ha’adamah on karpas at the Seder, 
many have the explicit custom not 

5.   167:84.

6.   274:4.

7.   475.

to eat k’zayis. The Pri Chadash was 
bothered by this distinction. Why 
should the din of Hamotzi be any 
different from the din of Ha’adamah?

Is the Hamotzi – Being Motzi?

The Sefer Nehar Shalom 
explains the din of the Rosh, and 
his explanation perhaps unravels 
the intent of the Bach as well. The 
explanation is based on the words 
of the Rama,8 who says that when 
one is eating bread, he should eat 
a k’zayis and give out to each of the 
other people at the table a k’zayis 
as well. The Magen Avraham adds 
there that he should eat the k’zayis 
immediately after the Hamotzi, 
before he talks. This din is brought 
down in the Mishnah Berurah.9 But 
what is the reason for this halachah? 

The Nehar Shalom explains 
that the Hamotzi on this bread 
will cover the brachah obligation 
for all the food included in the 
meal, exempting them all from a 
separate berachah, since the bread 
is considered significant enough 
that the other foods of varying 
berachos are deemed tafel, of lesser 
importance. But it is not proper 
to exempt other items in the meal 
with Hamotzi when you did not eat 
an achilah chashuvah, a significant 
portion, of the item upon which 
you directly made the berachah. 
The amount of achilah chashuvah 
is measured as a k’zayis. Therefore, 
immediately after the berachah, one 
should l’chatchilah eat a k’zayis of 
the breadstuff without interruption, 
and then the berachah will exempt 
the remaining dishes. Granted, if 
one did not do so, his Hamotzi will 
still exempt the other food items 
b’di’eved, but ideally, one should eat 

8.   167:1.

9.   167:15.

a k’zayis of the bread at the onset.

This being the case, says the 
Nehar Shalom, the same applies at 
the Seder. In regard to the berachah 
on karpas, which is meant to 
also exempt the maror that is to 
follow, both are foods that require 
ha’adamah. The brachah on karpas 
is not exempting other types of food 
as they are exempted by Hamotzi 
on bread, by relegating them to a 
position of tafel. Therefore, there is 
no need to eat a k’zayis of the karpas 
without interruption; one merely 
must have in mind to include the 
maror in the berachah. 

However, the Hamotzi on the 
matzah will be exempting the other 
foods in the meal, deeming them 
secondary to the bread. In order for 
the Hamotzi to exempt these foods 
l’chatchilah, one should eat a k’zayis. 
Since we made the Hamotzi on the 
top matzah, we should eat a k’zayis 
from that top matzo. Therefore, the 
Nehar Shalom concludes, the Rosh 
requires us to recite Hamotzi on the 
top matzah and Al Achilas Matzah 
on the broken middle matzah to be 
mekayem the mitzvah of matzah and 
immediately eat a k’zayis from each.

First, Second – or All Together

Not only did the Rosh say that 
we should eat a k’zayis from the top 
matzah and the middle matzah, 
but also that we should eat them 
together, simultaneously, a k’zayis 
from each, not to first eat a k’zayis 
from one and then from the other. 
What is the purpose of this? The 
Bach explains that if we were to 
eat a k’zayis from the top, whole 
matzah first, the one on which we 
said Hamotzi, we would be yotzei 
the mitzvah of achilas matzah with 
it, and we want the mitzvah to be 
done with the perusah, to fulfill the 
facet of lechem oni. Therefore, we 
need to make sure to eat from the 
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perusah before finishing a k’zayis 
from the top matzah. But we cannot 
do the opposite either – to eat a 
k’zayis from the middle matzah first, 
and then from the top one, because 
passing over the whole, top matzah 
to take the middle one is a violation 
of the halachic rule, “Ein maavirin al 
hamitzvos,” we should not skip over 
mitzvos. 

Therefore, in order to satisfy 
all these halachic considerations 
– taste from the top matzah so as 
to be mekayem lechem mishnah, 
have a k’zayis from the matzah on 
which the Hamotzi was said so as to 
exempt the rest of the foods, have a 
k’zayis from the middle matzah so as 
to do the mitzvah of achilas matzah 
with a perusah, all at the same time 
– we eat the k’zayis from the two 
matzahs together.

The Opposite Side of the Matzah

The Raavan has a basic 
disagreement with the Rosh. As we 
mentioned, according to the Rosh, 
the berachah of Hamotzi goes on 
the top matzah, the shalem, while 
the berachah of achilas matzah goes 
on the middle matzah, the perusah. 
The Raavan maintains precisely the 
opposite! He says that the Hamotzi 
is said on the perusah. Why? On the 
Yom Tov of Pesach, matzah is our 
“bread” for the week. Not only is it 
a mitzvah to eat matzah on Pesach, 
but this lechem oni is the mainstay of 
our seudah. Therefore, the berachah 
of Hamotzi should be made on the 
perusah, which is the real lechem oni 
and the ikar lechem of the seudah. 
The achilas matzah, says the Raavan 
goes on the top, whole matzah. 
What happens then to the chiyuv of 
lechem mishneh? In answer to that, 

the Raavan proposes an interesting 
chiddush: Since, when you made 
the Hamotzi berachah, you had 
the lechem mishneh (the top and 
bottom shleimim) in your hand, that 
is enough to execute your chiyuv of 
lechem mishneh, even though your 
Hamotzi is actually going on the 
middle matzah.

Therefore, the instructions of 
the Raavan are to say Hamotzi on 
the perusah and Al Achilas Matzah 
on the shaleim and to give all the 
assembled two k’zeisim, one from 
each matzah.

The Levush explains the Raavan’s 
view a bit more extensively: 
Hamotzi is always recited on the 
ikar haseudah, the mainstay of the 
seudah, and all Pesach, the ikar 
haseudah is lechem oni, since we are 
commanded to remember how we 
left Mitzrayim in a rushed manner 
and to eat lechem oni as we ate 
then. Therefore, at the Seder, we say 
Hamotzi on the perusah just as the 
ani makes his meal on a perusah. 
Why then don’t we say the achilas 
matzah on the perusah as well? The 
Levush explains that we want to 
do the mitzvah of achilas matzah 
with a shaleim for hidur mitzvah, to 
beautify the mitzvah. 

What we have here, then, is a 
classic machlokes rishonim: The 
Rosh says to make the Hamotzi 
on the top, full matzah and do the 
mitzvas hayom on the perusah. The 
Raavan says to make the Hamotzi 
on the perusah, and fulfill mitzvas 
hayom with the shaleim, for the sake 
of hidur mitzvah.

The Shulchan Aruch10 rules that 

10.   475:1.

after washing al netilas yadayim, 
one should hold the middle broken 
matzah between the two whole 
ones in his hand, make Hamotzi 
and Al Achilas Matzah, and then 
break from both the top and middle 
matzahs and eat them together. 

Earlier, when we first learned the 
Rosh, we dealt with the question of 
why he instructs us to eat a k’zayis 
from the Hamotzi matzah and 
cited the explanation of the Nehar 
Shalom. But now, the necessity of 
eating a k’zayis from both matzahs 
is very simply understood. As the 
Leket Yosher, a talmid of the Terumas 
Hadeshen, wrote: People are troubled 
by the question of why one needs to 
eat a k’zayis from both matzos. But 
since there is a machlokes Rishonim, 
and we don’t know for sure if the Al 
Achilas Matzah should go on the top 
matzah or the middle one, we eat a 
k’zayis  from both matzos in order 
to accommodate both opinions and 
fulfill mitzvas hayom l’chatchilah 
with the requisite measure of a 
k’zayis either way, just in case.

The same applies to the 
requirement of heseibah, reclining. 
The matzahs with which we fulfill 
the mitzvas hayom must be eaten 
b’heseibah and the matzah for 
Hamotzi does not require heseibah. 
But since the Rosh and the Raavan 
differ on whether the mitzvah of 
achilas matzah goes on the top 
matzah or the middle one, the 
solution is to eat both k’zeisim in a 
reclining position. This is how the 
Mishnah Berurah11 rules – that both 
should be eaten b’heseibah.

11.  475:10.
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Biting Off as much as 
You Can Chew

Assuming we want to eat the 
k’zayis of achilas matzah first, yet 
also want to satisfy the opinions of 
both the Rosh and the Raavan by 
eating both matzahs, how do we 
do it? The Mishnah Berurah says 
that we do not have to swallow a 
full k’zayis of both matzahs at the 
same time. It is sufficient to take 
a half k’zayis of each in the mouth, 
chew them together and swallow, 
and then take another half k’zayis of 
each, coming to a total of a k’zayis 
of each matzah.  The Leket Yosher 
was more stringent. He said we must 
swallow both k’zeisim in one shot. 
Even though the beis habli’ah, the 
throat, cannot hold two k’zeisim, this 
is true only before they is ground 
down. Once the matzah is chewed 
up, the volume is reduced and the 
beis habli’ah can contain it. 

If a person cannot handle the 
two k’zeisim together, and it is too 
difficult for him even to eat two 
half k’zeisim at a time, the Shulchan 
Gavohah says he should just eat 
smaller amounts from both matzos 
together, each time as much as 
he can handle – eat, swallow, eat, 
swallow, without stopping, until he 
completes the shiur. If even that is 
too difficult and he must eat from 
one matzah and then from the other, 
the Mishnah Berurah rules that he 
should eat the top, whole matzah 
first and then the perusah, because 
the predominant view is that of the 
Rosh – that the Hamotzi goes on 
the top matzah, and the Al Achilas 
Matzah on the middle one, and since 
we make the Hamotzi berachah first, 
we should eat the Hamotzi matzah 
first and then a k’zayis from the 

middle matzah. Since both berachos 
– Hamotzi and Al Achilas Matzah – 
were recited before we ate anything, 
b’di’eved we are not bothered by the 
fact that we ate a k’zayis from the 
top matzah before eating a k’zayis 
from the middle matzah. 

Two – for Whom?

Based on all we have discussed, it 
follows that the requirement to eat 
two k’zeisim in one shot seemingly 
applies only to the ba’al habayis 
who has the three matzahs before 
him and has the opportunity to eat 
a k’zayis from the top matzah and 
a k’zayis from the middle matzah. 
He could not possibly distribute to 
each of the assembled a k’zayis from 
these matzahs, because nowadays, 
matzahs are made differently from 
in the distant past. They are much 
thinner and at most, one can get two 
or three k’zeisim from the top whole 
matzah, and no more than 1-1/2 or 
two from the middle perusah. Once 
the others are not eating directly 
from the matzah on which the 
Hamotzi was said, there is no point 
in eating a k’zayis of matzah from 
the box for the Hamotzi. 

Therefore, everybody at the table 
who does not have three matzahs 
of his own and cannot satisfy this 
l’chatchilah option of eating a k’zayis 
from the top matzah and a k’zayis 
from the middle matzah should 
merely eat a small amount from 
the top matzah as he would from 
any lechem mishneh, and then eat a 
k’zayis of any matzah, to fulfill the 
mitzvah of achilas matzah.

This is what the Steipler did; he 
himself ate two k’zeisim, but did 
not require the others at his table, 
even the men, to do the same. They 

had just one k’zayis for the mitzvah, 
because there was no halachic point 
in eating two k’zeisim. 

Perhaps there might be value to 
having those pieces that they will be 
eating on the table while saying the 
Hagaddah, so that it will constitute 
lechem oni in the sense of lechem 
she’onim alav devarim harbeh.

Practical Solution 

If we want to give everyone 
the opportunity to satisfy all the 
opinions, the solution is to enable 
each person to eat from his own 
three matzahs. If every two people 
have three matzahs to share, they can 
each make the berachah of Hamotzi 
and Al Achilas Matzah and eat their 
k’zeisim from both. In a quarter of 
a matzah (half of the perusah), you 
can certainly get a smaller k’zayis 
shiur, which is enough to satisfy 
the inyanim involved. In fact, the 
Igros Moshe12 suggests this very idea 
of giving each two people three 
matzahs to share as partners. 

The idea suggested is certainly 
a chumrah, not a requirement. But 
as Rav Akiva Eiger writes,13 since 
on Seder night, the mitzvos we are 
doing are d’Oraisa and are done only 
once a year and are the foremost 
remembrance of Yetzias Mitzrayim, 
there is room to be stringent more 
than one would be all year round. 
Therefore, when possible, one should 
consider the option of giving every 
two people at the Seder table their 
own three matzahs, so that they can 
fulfill the mitzvos hayom in the most 
ideal manner.

12.  OC Vol. 5, Siman 16.

13.   Igeres 13.
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Order in the

Seder
The Seder is called by that name because of the precise seder, order of conduct, for this very special 
night. But even within the order dictated by the Hagaddah, there are fine differences in the way 
things are done, depending on one’s family minhag.

For example, after washing and eating matzah and marror, we all make a matzah and marror 
sandwich, known as koreich, recreating the way Hillel Hazaken ate his matzah and marror in 
the time of the Beis Hamikdash. We even make a statement, “Zecher l’mikdash k’Hillel – this is 
reminiscent of the custom of Hillel in the Mikdash.” But when do we make that declaration – before 
eating the koreich or afterwards? 

Shiur given at the KOF-K by

Rabbi Ari Senter
Director of Halachic Standards
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Many have the custom of 
saying “Zecher l’mikdash 
k’Hillel” only after finishing 

the entire koreich sandwich. But 
the Shulchan Aruch1 seems to say 
otherwise – that it should be said 
prior to eating, and there are those 
who embrace this custom. Let’s go 
back to the beginning and take a 
look at how both of these minhagim 
evolved.

Together or Apart?
The Gemara tells us,2 “Eating 

matzah at this time [when there is 
no Beis Hamikdsah] is a mitzvah 
d’Oraisa, a Torah-ordained mitzvah, 
and eating marror is d’rabbanan, 
a rabbinically-ordained mitzvah.” 
We derive this differentiation 
from the pesukim. The mitzvah of 
eating matzah is presented as a 
separate obligation:“Ba’erev tochlu 
matzos – You shall eat matzahs at 
night [the first night of Pesach].”3 
In contrast, the mitzvah of eating 
marror is mentioned as an adjunct 
to the korban Pesach: “Al matzos 
umerorim yochluhu – You shall eat it 
[the korban Pesach] on matzah and 
marror.”4

The status of each of these 
mitzvahs is relevant for the 
continuation of the Gemara. Some 
opinions in the Gemara maintain 
that when two mitzvah items are 
put together, one nullifies the other.5 
Others disagree with this assertion 
and say that mitzvahs do not nullify 
each other. But, says Ravina in the 
Gemara, even those who reject the 
idea of one mitzvah nullifying the 
other would do so only when two 

1.   OC 475:1.

2.   Pesachim 115a.

3.   Shemos 12:18.

4.   Ibid 12:8.

5.   Pesachim 115a; see also Zevachim 79.

mitzvahs of equal status are involved 
– both d’Oraisa or both d’Rabbanan. 
When one mitzvah is a d’rabbanan, 
however, they too would agree 
that it would nullify the d’Oraisa.6 
Therefore, says Ravina, matzah 
and marror should not be eaten 
together, since the marror, which is 
d’rabbanan, would be mevatel the 
matzah, which is d’Oraisa. 

The Gemara proceeds to say that 
the main upholder of the opinion 
that mitzvahs do not nullify each 
other is Hillel Hazaken. As we 
know, Hillel would wrap together 
the matzah, the korban Pesach, and 
the marror, and eat them together 
to fulfill the words of the pasuk, “al 
matzos umerorim yochluhu.” He was 
not concerned for the bitul of one 
mitzvah by the other,7 but his opinion 
was not universally accepted. 

Also or Only?
The Gemara goes on to tell us 

that Rabbi Yochanan says that the 
chaveirim argue Hillel’s opinion. He 
maintains that the pasuk, “al matzos 
umerorim,” does not mean to advise 
us to eat the matzah and marror 
together as Hillel claimed, but 
rather to stipulate that they be eaten 
separately. He bases this opinion on 
a beraisa that states on this pasuk, 
“afilu zeh bifnei atzmo v’zeh bifnei 
atzmo – even this one by itself and 
that one by itself.” 

But Rav Ashi counters this 
understanding of the beraisa. He 

6. The reason for this is that regarding the 
d’Oraisa obligation, these are not considered 
“two mitzvahs,” but rather “mitzvah and reshus.” 
All opinions agree that taam of a reshus nullifies 
taam of a mitzvah.

7.   Hillel lived in the time of the Beis Hamikdash, 
at which time the mitzvah of marror was 
d’Oraisa. Therefore, matzah and marror were 
two equivalent mitzvahs, and it was possible 
to postulate that mitzvahs do not nullify one 
another.

asserts that the statement actually 
supports Hillel’s view, because the 
language is “afilu,” meaning one 
may even eat the two separately. 
This clearly implies that one may 
certainly eat the two together. But, 
in case you might think that you 
cannot fulfill your obligation at 
all by eating them separately, the 
beraisa comes to reassure you that 
you may even eat each one by itself 
and still fulfill the mitzvah. 

The Gemara concludes that 
since this conflict was not ruled 
on definitively, we should make a 
berachah on the matzah and eat it, 
then say a berachah on the marror 
and eat that, and then eat the two 
together to be yotzei Hillel’s opinion. 

How to Learn the Gemara
The commentary of Tosafos8 

more closely examines the 
interchange between the opinions 
of Rav Yochanan and Rav Ashi and 
how they regard Hillel’s stance. 
Tosafos begins by objecting to the 
Rashbam’s understanding that Rav 
Ashi rejects Rav Yochanan’s opinion 
out of hand. Tosafos takes the 
opportunity to teach us a principle 
in learning Gemara: It is always 
better to edit a beraisa in order to 
clarify matters, as we often do, than 
to reject the opinion of an Amora. 

How then does Tosafos explain 
the conflict between Rav Yochanan 
and Hillel? He says that the difference 
between them lies in the basic 
question of whether one holds that 
mitzvos are mevatel each other or 
not. Since Hillel maintains that one 
should l’chatchilah eat the matzah 
and marror together, but is yotzei 

8. Section beginning with the word, “Ela.” See 
the Mordechai on that Gemara, which gives a 
lengthy explanation of the words of Tosafos. See 
also the Maharsha.
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b’di’eved if he eats them separately, 
this indicates that as a general 
rule, he holds that mitzvahs are not 
mevatel one another.9 If he would 
have been concerned for bitul, he 
would have needed an explicit pasuk 
sanctioning putting the two mitzvahs 
together in this particular case.10  
Rav Yochanan and the chaveirim, 
however, hold as a general rule that 
one must be concerned about bitul. 
Therefore, they maintain that Hillel’s 
opinion cannot be applied unless an 
explicit pasuk sanctions eating them 
together.11 

The bottom line is that according 
to Hillel, the optimal practice is to 
wrap the matzah and marror (and 
in the time of the Beis Hamikdash, 
also the korban Pesach) together. 
B’di’eved, however, one who ate 
them separately has still fulfilled his 
obligation.12

When to Say “Zecher 
L’Mikdash” 

As mentioned, in order to cover 
all opinions, we first eat the two 

9. Therefore, there is no need for the pasuk 
to tell us that one executes his obligation by 
eating the two together, as it is obvious that 
one executes his obligation, since, from Hillel’s 
viewpoint, mitzvahs do not nullify one another. 
Rather, the pasuk comes to teach us that there 
is a mitzvah l’chatchilah to eat them together, in 
one combined form.

10.  Since, had he held that there is an issue of 
bitul, there would be no proof from the pasuk 
that there is a mitzvah l’chatchilah to eat the 
two together, as the pasuk would have been 
needed to teach us that if he ate them together, 
he executed his obligation b’di’eved, after the 
fact.

11. Whereas the pasuk “Al matzos u’merorim 
yochluhu” would come to teach us only that one 
executes his obligation b’di’eved if he ate the two 
together, unlike the rest of the Torah, where 
mitzvahs do nullify one another.

12. That is to say that if he ate each one 
separately, he fulfilled the mitzvah of matzah 
and the mitzvah of marror, but did not fulfill the 
mitzvah of eating them together, in one krichah. 
However, the absence of the element of krichah 
does not invalidate his mitzvahs of matzah and 
marror.

separately and then sandwich them 
together in koreich. Logically, if 
we want the berachos of al achilas 
matzah and al achilas marror to 
apply to koreich as well, we should 
not speak until after eating the 
koreich. This halachah was stated 
almost a thousand years ago by Rav 
Avraham ben Rav Nassan Hayerachi 
in his Sefer Hamanhig:13 “Therefore 
one who wishes to fulfill the 
‘mitzvah hamuvcheres,’ the mitzvah 
in its finest form, and be yotzei 
according to all opinions should 
not speak from the time he makes 
the berachah on the matzah and the 
marror until he finishes eating both 
– i.e., after koreich. Nevertheless, 
if he did interrupt with unrelated 
words, he does not have to make a 
new berachah on the koreich.” 

The Rashbetz14 also says that 
the custom is not to talk from the 
berachah until after the kerichah, so 
that the berachah should be effective 
for the koreich as well. That is also 
how the Mechaber rules15 – not to 
speak until after kerichah. 

But now we encounter an 
apparent paradox. In giving 
instructions for the conduct of the 
Seder, the Shulchan Aruch writes:16 
“We take the third matzah, combine 
it with the marror, dip it in charoses,17 
say ‘Zecher l’mikdash k’Hillel, and 
eat it together b’heseibah.’” Clearly, 
he embraces the girsa that requires 
saying “Zecher l’mikdash” before 
eating the koreich. But doesn’t the 

13.  Hilchos Pesach siman 84. 

14.   In his Sefer Yavin Shmu’ah p. 36.

15.   OC 475:1.

16.   Ibid.

17.  The Shulchan Aruch’s mention of dipping 
the koreich into charoses is a separate question, 
which is beyond the purview in this article. 
Many people, such as communities of German 
origin, do not dip the koreich, since the lashon 
of the Hagaddah specifically speaks of two 
dippings and not three.

Mechaber also say not to interrupt at 
all from the berachah until after the 
eating of koreich? This contradiction 
begs explanation.

Printing Error or 
Intentional Statement?

The Mishnah Berurah in Bi’ur 
Halachah18 is very bothered by the 
contradiction: “This is difficult to 
understand, since the statement 
“Zecher l’mikdash” would be an 
interruption between the berachah 
and eating the koreich, and the 
Mechaber himself says not to make 
such an interruption.” 

A simple suggestion that we 
might want to suggest is that the 
words “Zecher l’mikdash k’Hillel” are 
considered an integral part of the 
seudah and not an interruption. The 
Mishnah Berurah also thought of 
this possibility, but he felt that it was 
a dochak, a far-fetched explanation. 
Why should halachah dictate an 
interruption? Besides, he did not 
find a single other poseik who used 
the language of the Shulchan Aruch. 
Yes, they wrote that the koreich was 
zecher l’mikdash k’Hillel, but nobody 
stipulated to utter these words 
before eating the koreich. 

Perhaps, the Mishnah Berurah 
posits, the Shulchan Aruch was 
not exacting in his language and 
did not actually mean to instruct 
us to say zecher l’mikdash before 
eating, but rather right afterwards. 
Or, the Mishnah Berurah cautiously 
suggests, if I wasn’t afraid, I would 
venture to say that the correct lashon 
is to eat the koreich zecher l’mikdash 
k’Hillel, as it appears in the Gemara 
and all the Poskim, and that the 
word “v’omeir – and one says” is a 
printing error, added inadvertently, 
and should be edited out.

18.  OC 475:1, section beginning, “V’omeir.” 
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To Edit or Not to Edit

As a general rule, Rav Ovadiah 
Yosef19 is strongly against any 
thought of hagahos, editorial 
changes, on the language of the 
Mechaber. He counters the Mishnah 
Berurah’s arguments head on. First 
– the argument that “no other 
poskim use this language.” Nobody? 
– challenges Rav Ovadiah, and he 
proceeds to list poskim who do use 
that precise wording: Maharam 
ben Zorach (a talmid of the Rosh), 
Tzeidah Laderech20, and even the 
Rama in Darchei Moshe Ha’aruch.21 
The lashon also appears in a teshuvah 
of the Maharshal22 and the Mahari 
in Yoseif Ometz.23 In short, says Rav 
Ovadiah, there are plenty of major 
poskim who use this exact phrasing. 
Therefore, there is certainly no 
justification to alter the accepted 
language of the Shulchan Aruch! 

Let’s take a different approach 
then: If the language “v’omeir” does 
not appear in the Tur or Beis Yosef, 
and does appear in the Darchei 

19. Shu”t Yechaveh Da’as, vol. I, siman 19, and at 
greater length in Shu”t Chazon Ovadiah vol. I 
siman 41.

20.  Ma’amar 4, Klal 3, ch. 11.

21. 475:3. However, the Darchei Moshe does 
not specify when one should say the “zecher 
l’mikdash,” before or after eating.

22.   Siman 88.

23.   Siman 769.

Moshe, perhaps we can assume 
that the problematic language was 
inserted by the Ashkenazim and that 
it is an Ashkenaz-rooted custom. 
That would neatly explain why it 
appears in the Shulchan Aruch, and 
not in the Tur or Beis Yosef, where 
it was added in by the Rama and 
erroneously printed as part of the 
Mechaber’s language. 

A neat solution perhaps – but not 
an accurate one... Rav Ovadiah says 
that he personally saw an authentic, 
early edition of the Shulchan Aruch, 
an original printing from Rav Yosef 
Karo’s time, without the Hagahos of 
the Rama, and there appeared the 
same exact nusach that we have in 
the Shulchan Aruch today, word by 
word, letter by letter. So we are left 
with our initial question: Why does 
the word “v’omeir” appear here and 
not in the Mechaber’s other sefarim? 
Rav Ovadiah is not bothered by this, 
since he attests that there are many 
things that the Mechaber wrote in 
the Shulchan Aruch that are not 
found in the Beis Yosef. 

Not Considered an 
Interruption 

We have proven that the language 
of the Shulchan Aruch is authentic 
and not a printing error. But it still 
remains for us to understand why 
he is not concerned that uttering 
the statement “Zecher l’mikdash…” 

would not constitute an interruption 
between the berachos and koreich. 

This brings us back to the Gemara 
in Pesachim. As we discussed, even 
though Hillel felt that the optimum 
way to be mekayem the mitzvah was 
to be koreich the matzah and marror 
together, that was only l’chatchilah. 
If one ate them separately, he 
was still yotzei the mitzvah, even 
according to Hillel. Therefore, once 
he ate the matzah and marror 
separately, he no longer needed to 
be concerned about an interruption, 
even according to Hillel. 

Since the whole impetus for 
doing koreich is to fulfill the minhag 
of Hillel, and he himself would 
have considered the mitzvah 
accomplished b’di’eved once the 
matzah and marror were eaten 
separately, it stands to reason that 
we can say the “Zecher l’mikdash 
k’Hillel” at that point. Technically, 
even sichas chulin, unrelated speech, 
would not abrogate the mitzvah 
once we have accomplished it in its 
b’di’eved form, and certainly not the 
very relevant statement of “Zecher 
l’mikdash k’Hillel.” 

Even though the Raavan wrote 
that it is a “mitzvah min hamuvchar” 
to avoid interruption from the time 
we make the berachos until after 
koreich, and it is certainly a worthy 
practice to be careful not to talk at 
this time, that is regarding unrelated 

The Shulchan Aruch clearly embraces 
the girsa that requires saying “Zecher 

l’mikdash” before eating the koreich. But 
doesn’t he also say not to interrupt from 

the berachah until after eating the koreich? 
This contradiction begs explanation.
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speech. This edus al hamitzvah, 
testimony to the mitzvah, however, 
is not considered an interruption 
at all.24 Therefore, Rav Ovadiah 

rules to do precisely according 
to the language that appears 
in the Shulchan Aruch and the 
Darchei Moshe and say the “Zecher 
l’mikdash” before eating the koreich. 

24.   He explained his words in Chazon Ovadiah 
as follows: Explaining the mitzvah that one is 
about to fulfill is considered an essential part 
of the mitzvah and not a halachic interruption, 
just as a spoken comment that is necessary 
for eating is not considered an interruption 
between the berachah and the eating. Even 
though l’chatchilah, it is prohibited to interrupt 
even with speech related to the eating, 
as explained in the Rema (OC 177:3 in the 
hagahah), nevertheless, here, when one has 
halachically already fulfilled the mitzvah, it is 
permissible to interrupt with mitzvah-related 
speech even l’chatchilah. This is as the Rema 
explained (OC 592:3) regarding an interruption 
between the teki’os d’meyushav and the teki’os 
d’me’umad. See also the Magen Avraham ibid 
(se’if katan 3) and the Machatzis Hashekel ibid, 
who draws this point regarding koreich from 
the language of the Tur. 

Before and After
In essence, Rav Ovadiah is 

actually not in disagreement 
with the Mishnah Berurah. The 

Mishnah Berurah questioned how 
the Shulchan Aruch could sanction 
an interruption between the 
berachah of the mitzvah and the 
completion of the mitzvah. If there 
was really a question of a hefsek 
mi’dina, a halachically proscribed 
interruption, Rav Ovadiah would 
agree that one should not interrupt. 
But since he does not perceive these 
words, spoken at this stage, as a 
hefsek mi’dina, he does not deem it a 
problem to follow the precise words 
of the Shulchan Aruch.

In contrast, consider the mitzvah 
of sefiras ha’omer. When we count 
the omer, we first make a berachah, 
then do the mitzvah – counting 
the day and week, and then say the 
equivalent of a “Zecher l’mikdash” 
– “Harachaman hu yachzir – May 
Hashem restore the avodas Beis 

Hamikdash.”25 Why don’t we say the 
“Harachaman” beforehand, as the 
Shulchan Aruch says to do in the 
case of koreich? Very simply, in that 
case, the “Harachaman” would be a 
hefsek midina between the berachah 
and the mitzvah. In the case of 
koreich, in contrast, the mitzvah has 
already been done, at least b’di’eved, 
and there is no concern for hefsek. 

Similarly, on the night of Rosh 
Hashanah, when we say the “Yehi 
ratzon” on the honey-dipped apple 
and other special foods, do we say 
the “Yehi ratzon” after the berachah 
and before biting from the apple, 
or only after taking the first bite? 

26 The Mishnah Berurah rules27 that 
the “Yehi ratzon” should be said 
only after tasting from the apple, 
so as not to interrupt between the 
berachah and the eating.

In each of these cases, the  
mitzvah28 has not yet been 
completed, even on a b’di’eved level, 
and therefore, the hefseik  takes 
on a different character, whereas 
in koreich, the mitzvah is already 
behind us, at least to a degree, when 
we make the statement of “zecher 
l’mikdash.”

In the spirit of derush, as a 
people, we have already tasted the 
glory of matzah and the bitterness of 
marror, each on its own. May we be 
zocheh to renew the Mikdash, as it 
was in the time of Hillel, and eat the 
korban Pesach together with matzah 
and marror, however Eliyahu Hanavi 
shall rule is the optimal way!

25.  Shibolei Haleket siman 234. See also Mishnah 
Berurah 489:10 and Shaar Hatziyun se’if katan 
15.

26.  OC 583:1.

27.  Ibid se’if katan 4.

28. Regarding the berachah on the apple, even 
though this is not a birkas hamitzvah but 
rather birkas hanehenin, the law relating to 
interruptions is identical in both cases.
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דבר בעתו מה טוב

TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE. 

In a recent kol korei, our Gedolim encouraged bochurim who are 21 to begin 

shidduchim, if it is consistent with the advice of their rabbeim. 

This bein hazmanim, more and more 21 year old bochurim will be starting shidduchim 

as they and their parents realize that the time is right for them. 
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Some of my most precious childhood memories revolve around Pesach at my 

grandparents’ house. For the first fourteen years of my life, I was front and center right 

next to Babi in her Pesach kitchen, preparing for Yom Tov a month in advance. At first, I 

watched from my highchair perch, but as soon as I could stand, I was helping stir the pots. 

Our sedarim were full of family and friends and sometimes strangers who had no place 

else to go, like Russian immigrants celebrating their first seder in religious freedom. 

Pesach, of course, was not the only Yom Tov or time of year that Babi entertained – she 

was a year round ‘hostess with the mostest.’ But somehow, those Pesach kitchen memories 

remain sharpest of all, especially now that I prepare to celebrate the first Pesach since 

Babi’s petirah. And my most vivid memory is the snow. 

Yes, in 1982, a huge snowstorm on Erev Pesach paralyzed Brooklyn and made things 

quite complicated. But that’s not the snow I’m referring to. 

Every Erev Pesach at Babi’s house there was a snowstorm – 

of meringue. Not till I was an adult did I learn that whipped 

up egg whites were actually called “meringue,” not “snow.” 

And virtually every cake in Babi’s Pesach kitchen started 

with “snow,” because as a strictly non-gebruchts house, 

how else could you get a Pesach cake to rise? My aunt and 

I would frantically beat whites in opposite corners of the 

kitchen to keep up with the unceasing demand for “snow” 

– bowls and bowls of it.

By the time I got married, Babi was no longer making 

Pesach for the family and had long ago begun to go to 

her children instead, so she gave me all her Pesach tools 

and supplies – pots, pans, mixer, even the spices she 

had packed away from year to year. In my second year 

of marriage, I already began to host my own sedarim, 

with at least a dozen of my own guests. I called Babi 

and she gave me her precious recipes, told me which 

pans to use for what, and explained how to make those 

delectable dishes I remembered from long ago. I have 

been following Babi’s instructions and recipes – in the 

kitchen and in life – ever since. Today, I’m thrilled that 

there is a little girl who now calls me Babi and I hope 

to pass those lessons to her, IY”H.

I chose two of my family’s favorite snow-based 

Pesach cakes to share with you, along with tried and 

true instructions. While both cakes use snow, they 

are of very different consistencies and flavors. They 

both use two indispensable Pesach baking tools – 

the tube pan and the spring-form pan, both with 

removable bottoms. Babi’s beat-up aluminum pans 

that date back to the 50’s are still the workhorses of 

my Pesach kitchen, along with my new stand mixer, 

of course. So, get your snow boots on and start 

baking!

Introducing “Babi”
L’via’s “Babi,” Mrs. Peska Friedman z’l, was an incredible 

woman who rose from the ashes of the Holocaust to make a life 
dedicated to chessed and tzedaka in America.

Born in 1919 in Siedlce, Poland, Mrs. Friedman was a 
descendant of several celebrated Chassidic dynasties. Her 
father, Harav Nosson Dovid Rabinowicz, zt”l, the Parczever 
Rebbe, was a renowned Rebbe in prewar Poland. Her mother, 
Rebbetzin Yitta, a”h, was the daughter of Harav Moshe Leib 
Spira, the Sassover–Stryzower Rebbe. Her parents instilled 
in their children the values of pure Yiddishkeit with a special 
emphasis on being osek b’tzarchei tzibur. Peska was among 
the early talmidos of the Cracow Bais Yaakov, founded by Sara 
Schenirer, z”l.

During the war, she was interned in the Warsaw Ghetto, 
escaped to Budapest and was eventually sent to Bergen-Belsen 
while awaiting the Kastner Transport, finally arriving to safety 
in Switzerland in 1944. Mrs. Friedman’s memories are recorded 
in her book, Going Forward, which won wide critical acclaim.

In 1947, she married Wolf (Volvie) Friedman and they settled 
in Brooklyn, where they raised their family and became leaders 
of the community, contributing to rebuilding the shearis 
hapleta. Mr. Friedman was a life-long Agudath Israel askan 
and enjoyed a close relationship with Rabbi Moshe Sherer, 
z”l. Mrs. Friedman was among the founders of Satmar Bikur 
Cholim and involved in Agudah Women, Hachansas Kallah, 
Telshe Yeshiva and many other worthy causes. The Friedman 
home was renowned for its welcoming of thousands of visitors, 
from dignitaries, politicians and chashuva rabbanim to the 
poor, needy and homeless. That was the home L’via Weisinger 
was raised in.



Prepare a 9” spring-form pan (8” or 10” will also work but will produce a denser/thicker or flatter/
lighter cake). Cut a circle of parchment paper to exactly fit the bottom of the pan and line the bottom. Do 
not grease the pan – the batter needs to climb up the sides and stick in order to get height. Preheat oven 
to 350°. 

LET IT SNOW! In a large metal bowl, using a hand- or stand-mixer and clean, dry equipment, whip the 
egg whites until stiff (but not chunky – they will separate if you whip too long).

In a separate bowl, beat the egg yolks and sugar for about 10 minutes, until pale yellow.
Slowly add the cooled, melted chocolate to the yolk mixture until well blended.
Using a large rubber spatula, fold the chocolate mixture into the snow (gently by hand, no mixer, 

careful not to mix too hard and deflate the snow too much).
Sprinkle the ground nuts over the mixture and gently fold.
Pour the batter into the prepared pan.
Bake at 350° for 40-50 min. Until a toothpick poked in the 

center comes out clean.
Let the cake cool completely in the pan. Slide a thin 

knife around the perimeter of the cake to separate it 
from the sides. Remove the spring-form sides and flip 
the cake onto a plate. Peel off the parchment paper. 
You can flip the cake back for a rustic look with the 
top crumbly crust, or leave it with the smoother 
bottom up.

Serving suggestions:
Sprinkle with powdered sugar
Pour chocolate icing over the cake
Serve with whipped cream and fruit
Spread raspberry jam on top
Serve plain
It’s all good!

9 large eggs, separated, ideally room temperature. (Make sure there is no drop of 
yolk in your whites or your snow may not whip well.)

8 oz. of ground nuts (walnuts or filberts/hazelnuts are best, but almonds work, too)
8 oz. of cooled, melted bittersweet chocolate (I like Alprose). (Use a double boiler 

to melt for best results or use the microwave carefully.)
1 cup sugar
1 tsp. pure vanilla extract

Chocolate Nut 
Cake (Torte)



KOF-K Konne�s:
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Prepare a tube pan with removable bottom. Cut a circle of parchment paper to exactly fit the bottom of the 
pan (with a hole in the middle) and place it on the bottom. Do not grease the pan – the batter needs to climb 
up the sides and stick in order to get height. Preheat oven to 350°. 

Let it snow, let it snow! In a large metal bowl with hand- or stand-mixer and clean, dry equipment, whip the 
egg whites till stiff (but not chunky – they will separate if you whip too long).

In a separate bowl, beat the egg yolks and sugar for about 10 minutes until pale yellow, 
slowly adding the lemon juice towards the end.

Slowly add the potato starch till well mixed.
Using a large rubber spatula, fold the yolk mixture into the snow (gently by 

hand, no mixer, careful not to mix too hard and deflate the snow too much).
Pour into prepared tube pan.
Bake at 350° for 40-50 min. Top should be golden brown.
Remove from oven and invert the pan till cooled – if it has 

attached prongs, it will sit above your counter nicely. If not, 
you can prop the cake up by inverting over a sturdy bottle 
with the neck through the center tube. I recommend 
finding a pan with built on prongs if you can, because 
sometimes the bottle method is not so sturdy… Inverting 
is important because it keeps the cake from sagging and 
falling in on itself and ensures a tall cake with a fluffy 
texture.

Let the cake cool completely in the pan then invert 
back. Slide a thin knife around the perimeter and center 
of the cake to separate it from the pan. Flip the cake 
onto a plate, remove the pan sides, then carefully remove 
the bottom, sliding a thin knife between it and the parchment 
paper, if needed. Peel off the parchment paper. Slice and serve.

Serving suggestions:
Sprinkle with powdered sugar
Serve with whipped cream and fruit
Serve plain
It’s all good!

“9 eggs, separated” (large), ideally 
room temperature. Make sure 
there is no drop of yolk in your 
whites or your snow may not whip 
properly.

“Juice of one lemon” (about 3-4 
tbsp. or about ¼ cup)

“Drop of oil” (about 2 tsp.)
“Glass of sugar” (¾ cup)
“1 cup of potato starch” (actually is 

1 cup sifted)Sponge Cake
(in Babi’s words)

L’via Weisinger, of “Her Royal Cakeness,” (KOF-K certified, based in Teaneck, 
N.J.) a multi-faceted mother of five and grandmother of one, creates stunning 
works of confectionary art for every occasion, in between her occupations as 
Registered Nurse and certified Lactation Consultant. L’via offers us a glimpse 
into the roots of her culinary skills.  

L’via’s cakes and creations can be seen at www.royalcakeness.com
and on facebook.
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What kind of training did 
you have to help you work 
up to the position you now 
occupy?

Aside from formal education, 
including learning for semichah and 
being tested on all the halachos of 
kashrus, it’s been an education of 
immersion – being exposed to various 
types of food industries, reviewing 
hundreds of plants, learning the 
systems and practices of the food 
industry, reading articles on the food 
industry, and consulting with experts 
in all areas of science, engineering, 
quality management, and business 
management. All of this, together 
with the guidance of rabbanim, has 
led me to an overall understanding 
of the food industry and modern 
applications of halachah on the field.

However, it’s an ongoing 
education. Every day new questions 
arise. There is always more to study, 
both from the halachic standpoint 
and in terms of staying up-to-date 
with innovations and changes in the 
food industry. 

What is your most 
interesting field of hashgachah 
work?

Going into large and complex operations, analyzing 
them, coming up with a workable solution to kasher and 
monitor kashrus standards, setting up programs, and then 
maintaining an ongoing relationship with the company 

as they adopt “kashrus culture” into 
their company. This spans any type of 
food manufacturing, bakeries, flavor 
houses, and processes of all types.

What are some of 
the challenges a 
mashgiach faces on 
the job?

Communication: Clarifying the 
importance and place of kashrus, 
explaining and educating how we 
work together with each company 
as a team to accomplish this goal, 
doing your best to create a Kiddush 
Hashem, staying aware, and adapting 
your approach to each individual 
company. That entails learning the 
company from all aspects and making 
sure that you are constantly involved 
in everything that is going on with 
the facility.

What supervisory 
measures mark the 
KOF-K as unique?

While there are many wonderful 
kashrus agencies, the KOF-K’s star 
shines brightest, with regard to 

its highest possible halachic and ethical standards. 
As representatives of the KOF-K, we are trained to 
implement these high standards and ethics and use them 
as the sole deciders as to how to maintain the kashrus 
programs at the companies on behalf of the KOF-K. We 
consult the KOF-K Beis Din when there is any question 
and are bound by their decision.

Rabbi Yeshia Eichenblatt
Los Angeles CA

Southwestern US 
Representative of KOF-K 

Kosher Supervision

Member of KOF-K
since 1996
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At the same time, we do all we can to simplify the 
process for the companies by providing excellent 
and quick service. We try to foster a friendly, warm 
relationship with all of our contacts at a company, and 
most important, we strive to make a Kiddush Hashem 
with all our interactions on behalf of the KOF-K. 

Have technological developments 
made kashrus supervision easier or 
more complicated?

By and large, they have helped. Today, equipment is 
much more flexible, easier to be adjusted and koshered. 
There are technical measuring devices, programmability 
of complex systems, as well as burgeoning quality 
management, and of course, the computer, which helps 
monitor every aspect of food production in a transparent 
manner. These technological advances have helped 
simplify the procedure for properly monitoring the 
kashrus of their products. 

In addition, our computer system is one of the most 
advanced programs that have been developed in the 
kashrus industry. Mashgichim have 24-hour access to up-
to-the-minute information on formulas, ingredients, and 

other pertinent information, so they are fully equipped 
to properly inspect the facilities.  

How do you find the plant 
managers and liaison’s 
receptiveness to kashrus measures 
put in place in their facilities?

To be frank, they see kashrus as an advantage, so they 
are ready to do what’s necessary in order to implement 
our standards in their facility. We do our best to explain 
what it is we are trying to accomplish. When there is 
a successful program put in place, the monitoring is 
appropriate, and the responses that the kashrus agency 
gives to the company are timely and professional, 
then their receptiveness, acceptance, and admiration 
for kashrus grows. It is extremely satisfying to watch 
companies develop an awareness and an appreciation 
for the kosher program

What are the most rewarding 
aspects of being a mashgiach?

I would say that working hard to create a kosher 
program for a company and seeing it implemented. 

With Jeffery Inada QA Mgr at Jesse Lord Bakery With Gary Winkler CEO of Brothers Desserts
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While we have to follow up on any kashrus violation, and 
we do, the true satisfaction is when things work out well 
and quality kosher products are provided to consumers 
worldwide. 

Also, in our interactions, having the impact that a 
Torah-observant person has on people who are not 
knowledgeable about Yiddishkeit, whether or not they 
are Jewish, is very satisfying. Once, as we toured a facility, 
someone asked about the Jewish lifestyle.  I explained 
about Shabbos, how we disconnect from our busy world 
and turn off all distractions in order to connect with 
our Creator and our family. Moved by what Shabbos 
means, he told me on a later visit that, as a result of our 
conversation, he now makes a time in his home when 
all his children turn off their electronics, connect with 
each other, and engage in meaningful dialogue about 
goodness and kindness in the community. His positive 
feelings and appreciation were very rewarding.

Often, when employees are involved in large koshering 
operations, they have a lot of questions. I take time 
to explain the process, so that they understand what 

we are doing. This opens communication and helps 
develop a long-term relationship with the staff. Positive 
interactions with people and opportunities to make a 
Kiddush Hashem are probably the most rewarding part 
of my job. It is an honor to be a part of this special Avodas 
Hakodesh. 

If someone is considering a 
future in the field of hashgachah, 
what would you say are the 
foremost qualities necessary for a 
mashgiach?

A knowledge of halachah, a natural curiosity about 
food industry, a willingness to constantly learn, an 
interest in meeting new people, and an ability to 
communicate well. Most important, seeing yourself as an 
ambassador of Klal Yisrael and realizing that kashrus is 
to be taken very seriously and cannot be compromised. 
The potential for what can be accomplished is incredible 
and its value is impossible to estimate.
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PROTECT YOUR BRAIN
AND PROVE YOU HAVE ONE. 

EVERYONE
must wear a helmet
whenever they ride.

This public awareness message is brought to you by KOF-K Kosher Supervision and BINA in 
memory of Dr. Heshy Rosenbaum A"H who was tragically taken from us, before the need for bike 
helmets was recognized, due to a fatal injury while riding a bicycle. Help spread the word and save lives. www.kof-k.org

Regardless of age
or level of experience,

www.binausa.org

Statistics relating to bicycle safety help 
riders understand the importance of 
wearing a helmet.

•Bicycle helmets protect your head and 
reduce the incidence of traumatic brain 
injury and death whether riding on the 
sidewalk, street or while mountain biking.

•The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention reports that less than half of all 
Americans who ride bicycles wear helmets.

•In a twelve month study 800 bicyclists 
were killed and 515,000 bicycle-related 

injuries required emergency-room 
care. Of those, 26,000 of were some 
type of traumatic brain injury that 

might have been prevented by wearing 
a helmet.

•The Insurance Institute of Highway Safety 
reports that approximately 650 people die 
annually from brain injury due to bicycle 
accidents. Of which on average over 92% 
were not wearing a helmet.



 EXCLUSIVE FOR PESACH

Store was Kashered
or new equipment

being used



100 km men’s 
bike tour through 
Rockland County 
and surrounding 
areas.

Followed by a GALA BBQ & 
MUSICAL EVENT

SAG and medical support provided.

Professional jerseys, event bags, 
water bottles and other ride 

essentials to be supplied.

Jersey & Race 
Sponsorships 

available

$750 REQUIRED RAISE PER RIDER
Register online at www.the100ride.com
Course and ride details available on the website.

For more info call 
845-445-6175 
or email 
the100ride@gmail.com

SUNDAY, JUNE 19, 2016

100% of donations 
raised going to 
Kupath Ezrah, 
Tomche Shabbos 
of Rockland 
County & 
local Monsey 
charities.

VOLUNTEERS 

NEEDED!

SPONSORS

SPONSORS

SPONSORS
SPONSORS

SPONSORS

SPONSORS

SPONSORS

SPONSORS


